frequencies might be measured or calculated without temperature gradient and for a temperature 27 different from the effective playing temperature.
28
This work follows that of two conference papers [2, 3] . The former treated solely the pos-29 sibility of gathering the necessary analytical formulas in order to predict a reasonable playing 30 frequency. The latter exploited these analytical formulas in order to create analytical tuning maps.
31
As described, the current work uses a numerical simulation technique to validate the use of these 32 analytical formulas. 33 The paper begins in Section II by discussing characteristic equations that are widely cited in 34 literature; these equations describe the basic functioning of the clarinet (for example: [17] , [1] ).
35
This section also provides measured values of the modal parameters of the input impedance of a Bb 36 clarinet, as inputs for the model. Next, in Section III the playing frequency is studied for the "ideal" 37 case, where it is exactly equal to the resonance frequency, then for the non-ideal case. Analytical between simulation and analytical formulae are discussed in Sections IV and V respectively. In
41
Section VI the effect of a temperature gradient on the resonance frequencies is briefly studied. In
42
Section VII the total of all four effects is presented. Finally, the paper concludes in Section VIII. The classically cited three equation model is used to solve for three important unknowns: the pressure in the mouthpiece p d , the flow rate entering the instrument u bd , and the displacement of the reed x d (the subscript d refers to variables with dimensions and will be removed when using dimensionless variables in later sections). The first of the three equation model (stated here and explained in further as the section continues:
43

II Basic equations
where sgn(x) = |x|/x. The second,
where,
where the ω n , Q n and F n are respectively the resonance frequency, quality factor and "modal factors" obtained from the modal shapes calculated at the input for the n th impedance peak. And the third,
where 1/q r is the quality factor and ω r is the angular frequency of the first reed resonance.
47
It is assumed that the kinetic energy of the jet entering the instrument is completely dissipated in turbulence during its expansion into the mouthpiece [5] . Then, the acoustic velocity v is related to the pressure difference p m −p d , where p m is the mouth pressure, applying the Bernoulli relation:
where ρ is the air density. The height of the reed channel at rest is denoted H, assuming the jet cross section to be proportional to wH, where w is the effective reed width.
The flow rate is therefore: u bd = w(H + x d )v, where the reed displacement x d is 0 at rest and −H when the reed beats. In the static regime, when the pressure difference between the mouth and the 5 mouthpiece reaches the closing pressure, the reed beats. This pressure, denoted p M , is given by:
where C r is the reed compliance (equal to the inverse of the stiffness per unit area).
48
In order to normalize the pressures, each is divided by the maximum closing pressure p M [4]: 
53
The main dimensionless control parameters are the following: the mouth pressure γ and the 54 composite parameter ζ, which is proportional to the maximum flow rate that can enter the tube,
55
and is often seen as the reed opening parameter:
Finally, assuming that the flow is blocked when the reed beats, the dimensionless flow rate u b due to the pressure difference across the reed opening is given by Eq. 1. The second case represents the reed beating against the reed table. According to past studies on clarinet-like instruments, negative flow rate does not occur in the steady-state regime [6, 7] . Equation 1 is the first the 3 equations and represents the so-called "nonlinear characteristic". The remaining equations (Eqs.
3 and 5) are linear and are written in the frequency domain (notated with capital letters). The total flow entering the resonator, denoted u tot , is the sum of the flow rate u b and the the flow rate due to the reed displacement, denoted u r . The resonator is described by its input (dimensionless) admittance Y (ω) as in Eq. 3 and the modal expansion of the dimensionless impedance Z(ω) = 1/Y (ω) can be written as 4 (F n has the dimensions of frequency (Hz); for a perfect cylinder of length , F n is equal to 2c/ , and is independent of the rank of the resonance frequency). From the measured input impedance, the determination of the three coefficients for each mode is explained 6 hereafter in Section C. The pressure of each mode n is defined as follows:
Using, dimensionless quantities, the reed motion is governed by Eq. 5.
57
B Flow rate due to the reed movement
58
The previous equations ignore the flow rate due to the reed movement, which is proportional to the velocity, thus according to the orientation chosen:
where S r is the reed area contributing to the flow rate (a value which is difficult to determine). In 59 dimensionless quantities, this becomes:
This shows that for the non-beating regime, the flow rate due to the reed movement is proportional to the reed compliance C r [1] . The total flow entering the instrument is:
At low frequencies, the reed dynamics can be ignored and within the non-beating reed regime conditions: dp dt = dx dt .
Considering Eq. (9), the effect of the reed flow is therefore proportional to the acoustic compliance 7 of a volume V eq :
thus
Using Eq. (10) , this is equivalent to a compliance in parallel with the input impedance, or to an 61 added air volume at the entry of the instrument, V eq . Thus Eq. (3) can be modified as:
with k = ω/c. Reed dynamics could be taken into account by using Eq. (5), but their influ-
63
ence is small, and considering the assumption that the three effects mentioned in the introduction 64 are independent, this correction is ignored. For convenience, the notation V eq = S∆ eq is often 65 employed: if ∆ eq is smaller than the wavelength, it is in fact an actual length correction at the 66 entrance.
67
For a reed in the beating reed regime, the reed displacement is limited by the mouthpiece lay, therefore the flow rate is limited as well. When the flow rate is considered, the condition
. Hereafter the work done by Dalmont et al. [8] , who published a satisfactory comparison between a simple model and experiment, is summarized. For oscillations in the beating reed regime, the signal of the mouthpiece pressure is not far from a square signal, which is the exact shape for a perfect cylinder when losses, radiation and reed dynamics are ignored. With these assumptions, the pressure takes the following values: −γ (when the reed beats), and +γ (when the reed is open). For the first harmonic of frequency ω 1 , the amplitude of the mouthpiece pressure is therefore 2γ/π. The reed displacement is expected to vary between −1 and 0: thus its first harmonic has an amplitude of 1/π, and P (ω 1 ) = 2γX(ω 1 ). Therefore: dp dt 2γ dx dt . considered by using the equations:
where
(see [9] ). The function G is here given for an abrupt stop of the reed when closing the reed channel.
73
A more sophisticated function G could be considered in order to take into account a progressive 74 reduction of the moving surface, as observed in practice for high blowing pressures [8] .
75
C Extracted modal parameters
76
The input impedance has been measured, using a device which was built in Le Mans, France [10] .
77
The source is a piezoelectric buzzer and the pressure in the back cavity of the sound source is 78 measured by a microphone, which gives an estimation of the flow rate. The method to extract the 79 modal parameters from the measured impedance plots is based upon a local optimization procedure
80
(nonlinear least-square algorithm), and is not discussed here. For each mode, the modal frequency 81 f n , the quality factor Q n , and the modal factor F n are extracted. The factor F n is roughly propor-
82
tional to the fundamental frequency of the notes and is nearly independent of register (the values 83 are almost equal for n = 2 and n = 1); this behavior is very similar to that of a perfect cylinder.
84
These values are used for both the analytical and numerical calculations throughout this article.
85
Z n = F n Q n /ω n is the value of the impedance at ω = ω n = 2πf n , when ignoring the effect of the 86 other modes in the series. Moreover, inharmonicity η n between Mode n and Mode 1 is defined by 87 the following expression:
III Analytical Formulas for the Playing Frequency
89
A Playing frequency in the ideal case
90
The ideal case could be considered one where the effects of the reed flow rate and reed dynamics are ignored: (∆ eq = 0, p = x + γ), the linearization of Eq. 1 yields the characteristic equation:
A is the coefficient for the linear term of the nonlinear characteristic u b (p) in Eq. (1), when expanding the function with respect to p around the static regime
thus for the first register ω = ω 1 , and
yields the value of the pressure threshold γ th :
Above the oscillation threshold, if the resonance frequencies are also harmonically related, the playing frequency ω p remains the frequency found at the oscillation threshold, i.e. ω 1 . Also, when the reed dynamics are ignored, there is a static nonlinear characteristic which links the two variables of pressure p and flow rate u. Therefore it is possible to use the "reactive power rule"
found by Boutillon for bowed instruments [12] :
This equation, where P n = P (nω p ) is the amplitude of the n th harmonic of the pressure, is one of The previous explanation seems to be trivial, but this is useful when studying the non-ideal case,
97
treated as a perturbation of the ideal one.
98
B Approximations for the playing frequency in the non-ideal case
99
With Eqs. (1) - (23) from the model, it is now possible to deduce approximations for the difference between natural frequencies and the playing frequencies f p of the clarinet. The frequency difference ∆f is sought:
If this value is small enough, the relative difference can be expressed in cents, as follows:
11 This is because one semitone (100 cents) corresponds to a ratio of 1.06. For a cylinder of length , a length correction can be defined as:
In what follows, the three effects are considered separately, assuming that the frequency shifts (or 100 the length corrections) can simply be added. 
Given that the quality factor of a chosen impedance peak is high enough, only this peak is kept in the modal decomposition around the resonance frequency ω n and the following approximation is valid [14] :
Therefore, for the first register, the solution of Eq. 27 is:
For a perfect cylinder, if it is assumed that ω∆ /c ≈ tan (ω∆ /c), the same result is found immediately:
non-beating reed. Finally, it is written:
105 N cents f low = − 100 0.06 
Notice that Nederveen tried to describe this effect, but he considered a reed with high damping
107
and an infinite natural frequency [1] . In his eq. (25.23), the length correction is denoted ∆ τ ,
108
and increases with the reed opening at rest, which is in accordance with the above result in Eq. 
111
Equation (32) is valid at the threshold of oscillation, for a non-beating reed and a very small excitation pressure γ. Nevertheless, Kergomard and Gilbert [18] , using the harmonic balance method 13 analytically (limited to the first harmonic), found the following dependence on the excitation pressure: 
3 Effect of the inharmonicity of the resonator
119
If the resonance frequencies are not exactly harmonic, the playing frequency changes with the level 120 of excitation [19] .
121
The method is valid for any given shape of the nonlinear characteristic u = F (p), for both nonbeating and beating reed regimes. In this case, because reed dynamics are ignored, this (static) characteristic exists (x = p − γ in Eq. (5)). For clarinet-like instruments with weak inharmonicity (small η n ), the summation in Eq. (23) can be limited to odd harmonics. It is possible to use Eq.
(28) near every resonance frequency, seeking the playing frequency in the form:
For cylindrical instruments, because the modal factor F n is nearly independent of n (and equal to 2c/ ) and because η 1 = 0, the final result for the playing frequency is Equation (35), with:
(note that for a square signal d n = 1 for every odd n). If the dependence of the spectrum with respect to the excitation pressure is known, it is possible to deduce the variation in the playing frequency. Approximate formulas for clarinet-like instruments were given by Kergomard et al [20] . The decrease of the higher harmonics is always faster than in the case of the square signal, therefore it is reasonable to search for an approximate formula by limiting the series to the third harmonic only. The ratio of the amplitude P 3 /P 1 is given by Eq. (21b) of [20]:
Experimentally, there have been measurements of P 3 /P 1 smaller than 1/3, but this formula is a good approximation for both the non-beating and beating reed regimes. Finally, a first order approximation is found:
At the threshold A = Y 1 , ε = 0 (the signal is sinusoidal), and Y 1 is real. For large excitation pres-sure, z tends to zero, and ε to η 3 /2. Notice that because the reasoning is based upon a perturbation 123 at the first order, the values of Y 3 and Y 1 can be determined without inharmonicity, i.e. they are 124 real.
125
Refinements to this formula would be quite intricate (as an example the formula for the 5th harmonic is very complicated, see [20, Eq. (21b)]). Nevertheless, this formula exhibits the sense of variation of the effect on inharmonicity of the second peak and doesn't necessarily warrant calculation beyond this. As before it is helpful to transform the frequency changes into a simpler value, in cents:
IV Numerical Simulations
126
In order to validate the results of the analytical models, a synthesis model which is real-time The quantity J is defined as follows:
where the coefficients b 1a , a 1a and a 2a are defined analytically as functions of the resonance fre-138 quency ω r and quality factor q r of the reed and f e is the sampling frequency:
Concerning the resonator, at each time sample m, each impedance mode n (Eq. (4)) is discretized according to the invariance of the impulse response method after an estimation of the modal parameters F n , ω n and Q n . This is done with the coefficients b n0 , b n1 , a n1 , and a n2 computed analytically as functions of the modal parameters (see Eq. (4)). Denoting e a = exp(−ω n /(2Q n f e )) and c w = cos(ω n /f e ), they are:
and Eq. (3) is expressed as follows:
where (2) and (9) are written as:
where λ = −f e ∆ 0 /c = −f e Z c S r C r is a dimensionless coefficient. For the simulations λ = −0.7 146 has been chosen: this value corresponds to ∆ 0 = 5.5 mm, as explained in the next section.
147
Here, unlike in the analytical formulas, the reed dynamics model is valid above the beating 148 reed regime due to added stipulations within the simulations, one being the inclusion of the ability
149
for the reed to touch the table of the mouthpiece and at that point have a velocity of zero, as well
150
as the ability to have negative flow.
151
As a second step, the reed displacement discretization scheme is [11] :
Here for the sake of clarity the time sample m has been omitted in the variables p, u b , and u r .
153
As a third step, these equations are then transformed into two second order polynomial equations 
V Results: comparison between analytical formulas and simu- it is difficult to estimate it from the knowledge of the reed area contributing to the flow rate, S r .
168
In this paper, an empirical value for the parameter ∆ 0 of 5. suppress the effect of inharmonicity the frequency of the second peak of the impedance spectrum 179 is set to be three times that of the first peak. is not included in this work.
216
Another difficulty can arise from the choice of the reed (first) resonance frequency and has been 217 found to be critical for higher notes: if this frequency is too low (or q r is too small), the numerical 218 model may sometimes produce oscillations in another register.
219
Comparing the results from the analytical formulas and the simulations, the hope is that these 220 results for each effect, as well as the total frequency difference will be as similar as possible in 221 shape and value. Realizing that the actual value in cents of a "Just Noticeable Difference" (JND)
222
[22, 34] in pitch varies depending on context and content of sounds being played, for this study,
223
the benchmark used is that the difference between analytical and numerical simulation curves be 224 less than 10 cents.
225
A few general comments can be made for the discrepancy between analytical and numerical 226 results, for each of the three effects:
227
• For the inharmonicity effect, the general tendency is satisfactory, especially for higher notes.
228
For Note 1 (see Fig. 1 ) , the order of magnitude of the discrepancy is 10 cents (see above), but the most basic approximation for this effect is considered, the order of magnitude should be 234 near ε = η/2, which is indeed the case for the three notes studied.
235
• For the reed flow, the hypothesis leading to the analytical formula for the beating reed regime 236 correction with increasing γ is well predicted. However the agreement between analytical 238 and numerical results is less satisfactory for the note 17.
239
• For the reed dynamics, the effect is rather small as is the difference between analytical and 240 numerical simulation. The slight frequency decrease just above the threshold is correctly
. It is more surprising that, for the lower notes at least, the discrepancy remains 242 small for a beating reed since no analytical formula was derived for this case (the formula 243 for the non-beating reed regime is simply continued).
244
Overall, for all notes in the first register of the clarinet, the validation of the analytical formula 245 by the simulation is satisfactory. The two main delicate points remain in the inharmonicity effect
246
for the lower notes and the reed dynamics effect for the higher notes. with the same order of magnitude to the decrease of the playing frequency. As observed in [23] , 256 the inertia of the reed increases with frequency, and it is likely that its influence is even more 257 important on the second register, leading to an increase of the length correction along the second 258 register. In general, the playing frequency decrease above the oscillation threshold is mainly due 259 to inharmonicity, while the increase above the beating reed threshold is due to the decrease of the 
275
In order to take the temperature value and gradient into account, the frequency shift due to 276 a temperature change of 11 • C (from 22
• C to 31
• C), is first computed, then the effect of the 277 temperature decrease inside the instrument. Therefore first a correction to the final results is simply 278 added which is equivalent to the effect of a ∆T = 11
• C change in temperature, nearly 33 cents.
279
The calculation for the effect of the gradient is similar to that for flute-like instruments done by Coltman [28] , replacing the cosine function by the sine function:
where δρ is the variation of density and is the equivalent length of the instrument at the particular 25 note. Using the measured linear temperature gradient from [27]:
where L is the total length of the instrument. κ is a constant and x is the distance from the top of the barrel a useful analytical formula is found (from Eq. 57)). The equivalent length correction for the temperature gradient inside the clarinet is found to be:
where κ = 9/(T 0 + 273) (based on measurements in [27]). In this calculation, the formula k = note whereas this work is interested in a small portion of the playing frequency in the steady-state 285 regime and not on the evolution of pitch throughout a sustained note.
286
The final result, in cents, for this effect is:
).
(60)
VII Total of four effects
287
We now consider the four effects on the first register of a clarinet whose impedance curves have 288 been measured for each fingerings. 
The value for ζ remained 0.3 and the value for γ was chosen to be either γ th , the threshold of 290 oscillation for each given note, or γ = 0.65. In Figure 4 , notice that for γ = γ th the curve for the 291 inharmonicity remains at zero, this is because the inharmonicity of the resonator has no effect at 
VIII Conclusions
310
The analytical formulas presented here are computationally fast, accurate and can be used in a 311 number of situations in order to study the playing frequency of the clarinet.
312
An important point to highlight is that the computation time for the full range of γ and ζ 313 using the numerical simulations is about three hours for all notes in the first register. help to discern the inhomogeneity of tuning from the inhomogeneity of the modal parameters.
343
Concerning this topic, the goal of this work joins that of the paper by Almeida et al [33] , who used the reed dynamics effect and finally, the black thick line is the total of all three of these effects. 
